
FULL CAST LIST – THE LAST KID IN THE UNIVERSE 
 
JENNIFER “JENNY” ROBINSON: Lead. Female, Age 12-14.  
Shy but friendly when you get to know her. Loves drawing, sci fi, anime, and riding her bike. Loves her mom and dad. 
Not so sure about her baby brother. Becomes best friends with Duncan Hines (who is secretly an alien from outer space) 
before the planet Earth is destroyed. 
 
CHRISTINA ROBINSON / DEMETER: Supporting. Female, Adult (or believable older teen).   
Christina is no-nonsense mother of Jenny. Both she and her husband need to work to support their family.  
Demeter is the outrageous MC of Ceres’ Place, the restaurant found in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.  

*Must be comfortable singing and dancing - please prepare song sample for audition. 
 
ROB FRIEND / STEVE: Supporting. Male, Adult (or believable older teen).   
Rob Friend is the seemingly friendly supervisor of the Nickels A-S-P (After School Program) until the parents leave, and 
then it’s revealed he’s quite the warden/taskmaster.  
The mysterious Steve is an alien being who lives on The Other Side and will definitely play a part in Jenny’s fate at the 
end of the play. 
 
DUNCAN HINES: Lead. Male, Age 10-14.  
Offbeat and oddly dressed. Duncan is really an alien from outer space who crash landed in a junkyard a few years ago 
and now pretends to be an Earthling attending school. He becomes best friends with Jenny and helps her escape from 
Earth before it is destroyed. Duncan is generally cheerful (if a bit strange) but doesn’t totally understand Earth culture 
yet either. 
 
ASHLEY SAMPSON / OZAVERAN SOLDIER 1: Supporting. Female, Age 14-15.  
A bully who enjoys tormenting the more vulnerable kids at the A-S-P. Shows her cowardice when confronted at the end. 
This actor will also double as an Ozaveran Soldier in other parts of the play. 
 
PIXIE / OZAVERAN SOLDIER 2: Supporting. Any gender, Age 7-13.  
A young (and mean) accomplice of Ashley.  
This actor will also double as an Ozaveran Soldier in other parts of the play. 
 
MIXIE / OZAVERAN SOLDIER 3: Supporting. Any gender, Age 7-13.  
A young (and mean) accomplice of Ashley.  
This actor will also double as an Ozaveran Soldier in other parts of the play. 
 
GEBZAD KACKILLIT [GEHB-zad KAH-kill-it]: Supporting. Female, Adult (or believable older teen).   
Ozaveran majordomo (second in command) of the Mighty Gorbag. She suffers much from the leader of the Ozaveran 
but barely tolerates his gross behavior at times. 

 *Must be comfortable singing and dancing - please prepare song sample for audition. 
 
THE MIGHTY GORBAG: Lead. Male, Adult (or believable older teen).   
Supreme ruler of the Andromeda Galaxy. The Ozaverans either look like they’re made of Jell-O… or cooked spaghetti. 
Gebzad is spaghetti, Gorbag is definitely Jell-O. Vain and powerful (but also fairly stupid and gluttonous), Gorbag pulls 
off being both extremely fussy and extremely gross at the same time. 
 
RIKKI ROCKET: Supporting. Female, Age 11-14.  
A (mostly) fearless young girl who was abducted by the Ozaverans years ago but was rescued by the Segue [seg-way] 
Catsairs and then became a young space buccaneer herself. 
 
CAPTAIN KAYATO [kai-ah-TOE]: Supporting. Male, Adult (or believable older teen - may consider all ages).   
A “felinoid” (cat-person). Captain of the Freedomquest and leader of the Segue Catsairs. Your typical foolhardy 
buccaneer who can’t help being a cat at times. 



PANIC / ALIEN DINER 3: Supporting. Any gender, any age. 
Personal Automated Nanobot Interventional Computer. A very frantic operating system. This actor will be placed in a set 
piece to look as if they’re in a computer.  
The actor who plays this part will also double as an Alien Diner at Ceres’ Place. 
 
ENCYCLOPEDIA INTERGALACTICA: Supporting. Any gender, any age. 
The wealth of all knowledge in the universe. A cheerful but slightly annoying “know-it-all.” 
 
BILL DELAWN HOLYFIELD / ALIEN DRUMMER: Cameo. Male, Adult (or believable older teen).   
Astrophysicist who occasionally butts in to give his opinion on the story.  
The actor who plays this part will also be the Alien Drummer in the band at Ceres’ Place. 
 
RORY RADICAL, THE BRONZE BOOGIE BOARDER / SAM: Cameo. Any gender, Adult (or believable older teen).   
An alien covered with bronze skin who flies across the universe on a bronze boogie board. Sounds like a California 
“surfer dude.” 
Sam is the leader of the band at Ceres’ Place. 
 
WALLY, A DUCK-BILLED PLATYPUS / VIC / NOM NOM 4: Cameo. Any gender, Age 7-18.  
Wally is seemingly the only living thing (besides Jenny) to survive the destruction of Earth. He is friendly enough though 
he likes to snark on what people are wearing.  
The actor playing this part will also double as VIC, an alien horn player at Ceres’ Place 
The actor playing this part will also double as one of the cute but monstrous NOM NOMs. 
 
OZAVERAN SOLDIER 4 / NOM NOM 1: Ensemble. Age 7-18.  
Actor playing this part will both be one of the Ozaveran Soldiers and one of the ravenous teddy bears. 
 
OZAVERAN SOLDIER 5 / NOM NOM 2: Ensemble. Age 7-18.  
Actor playing this part will both be one of the Ozaveran Soldiers and one of the ravenous teddy bears. 
 
OZAVERAN SOLDIER 6 / NOM NOM 3: Ensemble. Age 7-18.  
Actor playing this part will both be one of the Ozaveran Soldiers and one of the ravenous teddy bears. 
 
ALIEN DINER 1 (GREEDO) / NOM NOM 5: Ensemble. Age 7-18. 
Actor playing this part will be both a diner at Ceres’ Place and one of the ravenous teddy bears. 
 
ALIEN DINER 2 (VULCAN) / NOM NOM 6: Ensemble. Age 7-18.  
Actor playing this part will be both a diner at Ceres’ Place and one of the ravenous teddy bears. 


